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SANGAMON STATE UNIVERSITY
FALL, 197T-72 SCHEDULE OF ACADEMIC OFFERINGS
1. 0rganization Theory2. Professional Occupations3. Pol itics and Education4. Macroeconomic Theory5. State and Local Finance6. Crime in Contemporary Society7. Social Inequality I: Theoretical PerspectivesB. The American Public Bureaucracy9. Microeconomic Theory
10. The Color Line: Problem of the Twentieth Century
11. The lvlelting Pot Reconsidered: I. European-Americans12. Public Economics13. The Dynamics of Family Interaction
14. English Romanticism: BIake & Coleridge15. I'lIinois Literature
16. Continuing Evolution of Human Genetic and Cultural Systems:
Can l^le Be Free? (I)
17. Variations in Human Adaptation and Transcultural Literature II18. Theory of Personnel Testing
19. Physioiogical Ecology
20. Evaiuative Research for Public Agency Programs2L. Management Information Systems22. Behavior Modification I23. Vocational Psychology
24, Literature Colloquium (2 qu. hrs.)25. Literature Colloquium (2 qu. hrs.)26. l,Jhat i s Li terature??7, Conflict & Consensus in American Historical Literature28. Social Psychology29. Sociology of Law30. Man at l,Jork31. Manpower Economics
3?. School Business Administration33. Linkage Politics34. Public Opinion35. The Impact of Slavery on American Life and Thought36. Persuasion: The Psychoiogy of Speech
37. Revolution and Guerrilla t^larfare: Historical and Pol itical
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Technology in Western Civilization to 1740 (l)
Psychopathology of Chi ldhood
The Psychology and Phi losophy of Human Change
The Psychology and Philosophy of Religion
Ethni c M'i nori ti es
Human Relations
Images and Realities in Central European History
The City
Chaucer: The Canterbury Tales
Introduction to Lingui stics
Comparative Pol itical Analysis
Workshop in Methodology & Local History
Municipal Law and Administration
0rganization Theory
Theonies & Methods of 0rganizational Change
Individual Testing
Creative [^lriting for Parents & Teachers
Literature Colloguium (2 qu. hrs.)
Literature Colloquium (2 qu. hrs.)
Probabi lity - Theory & Applications
Financial Admi nistration
International Trade
Education as a Political Process: Greece & Rome
Revolution and Social Change
Drawing and Painting I
Biology and the Quality of Life
Biology and the Quality of Life
Film and Literature
Twentieth Century Literacy
Politics of the Federal Bureaucracy
Fund Accounting
Mathematics of Management
The Logic and Lanquage of Education
Cognitive Psychology
Sensation Perception
Art and Music
Sculpture & 3-Dimensional Design: Env'ironments I
Cultural Anthropology
Advanced Accounting I
Managerial Accounting
State Legislative Politics
Games Analysis
Imperi al i sm
l^lan and Eunopean Society 1870 - 1945
Basic Principles of the American Political 0r"der
The Civil [^lar and the Constitutution
JS0 Program Colloquium: The Meaning and Implications
of Justice
The Helping RelationshipOE
86. Group Process in Counsel ing
87 . Internsh ip .in Counsel inq88. The Search for Conmunity Power
89 . Actj ng90. Theatre and Community91. Bioloqy Seminar92. Introduction to Bio-0rganic Chemistry93. Weather and Climate94. The English Novel from Defoe to Scott95. Teaching English in Today's High Schools96. Space, Time and Environment97. Colloquium - Individual Program (2 qu. hrs.)98. Workshop in Musjcal Performance99. Workshop in Musical Performance
100. Commun.i cati ons
101. Human Resource Management
102. 0rganizational Behavjor
103. International Relations Among African States104. America Since the Great Depression - Selected problenrs105. National Legislative Politics
].qq. Sociai Concepts in Practical Sociology101. Social Concepts in Practical Sociology108. Psychological & Sociological lt4ethods in the Classroom109. Neurophysiology I
110. Administration of the Public Schools111. Practicum in CounselinglI2. Theory of Counseling
113. Public Budgetingi14. Avian Biologyi15. Linear Algebra
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1L7 . Schoo l and Conrnuni ty
118. School and Community
119. School and Coffmunity (0 credit) (See course des cri pti on)120, School and Studentlzl School and Student
122. School and StudentI?3. Teaching and Learning - Elementary124. Teaching & Learning - Secondary
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COLLOQUIA: GENEMLffiL26. Latin America in the 1970,s: Good
Bell igerent Enemies?
L27. Welfare Reform in America
I2B. Should V'le Have War Crine Trials:
7?9. The Artist as Social Commentator
130. Social issues and Pub)ic Policy
131. The Mood of Black AmericaI32. Censorship for School lvlaterials?133. Contemporary Approaches to Poverty
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\11. {SinU and Dying in a Technological Societyi38. Crisis in the Classroom139. Public Education in the United States: An Historical
.Analysis of Institutional Change140. Violence jn America: Contemporaiy, Historical &
Comparati ve Perspecti ves
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COLLOQUIA: PUBLiC POLICY ISSUES
1{1. In efense sector142. Sex Education in Schools: Contemporary patterns &
Probl ems
143. The Role of Environmental Activist
GENERAL AND SERVICE COURSESffin the Behavioral Sciences I145. Practical Applications for Social Science Research146. Humanitiest47. Qualitative Methodoiogy: First-Hand Involvement w.ith theSocial World
148. Community Involvement Laboratory (0 credit) (See course
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SANGAMON STATE UNIVERSITY
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
FALL QUARTER, 1971
The following description of courses tentatively scheduled
faculty resources and student needs and interests. Every
a manner consistent with reasonable class size.
Section I of thls list is a master 1ist, including course
arranges courses (tit1e and instructor only) according to
for Lhe Fall Quarter 1971 is subject to alteration according to
effort will be made to satisfy student objectives and preferences ln
descriptioos, arranged alphabetically by instructor
the various academic programs that they serve.
Section II
NOTES:
UNLESS
PIIBLIC
*********
SECTION I: MASTER LIST
CARRY FIVE QUARTER HOURS CREDIT.OTHERWISE INDICATED, AIL COURSES
AFFAIRS COLLOQUIUM.
*** *** **** * ** ***
THE ABBREVIATION I'PAC'i MEANS
MICROECONOMIC THEORY John Boman
Theory of prices and markets covering theory of demand;
theory of production; pricing under conditlons of competi-
tion and nonopolyl allocation and pricing of resources;
partial and general equilibrlum theory; and welfare
economics. An analysis of current economic practices and
technological changes in flrns and industries; practical
applications of all theory,
THE CoLOR LINE: PROBLEM OF THE
TI4IENTIETH CENTURY Chris Breiseth
An analysis of the relarionships betveen the lighter and
darker races of the world during the lwentieth century as
seen through the eyes of Dr. W.E.B. DuBois. The course
will focus on the racial dimension 5f the anti-European
nationalistic and independence movements of Africa and
Asia, and will attempt to relate United States raclal
dynamics to these world-wide phenomena, Selected writing
of Dr, DuBois from 1896 to 1963 will be studied and con-
t.rasted with the thought of major contenporaries(including Lenin, Nehru and Nkrumah) influential in the
transfomation of the worldrs racial relationships during
our century.
L1 THE MELTING POT RECONSTDERFD: I,
EUROPEAN_AMERICANS Chrls Breiseth
An analysis of European ethnic groups in nineteenth and
twentieth century America, including their econonic and
educational opportunlties, the discrinination confronting
then fron old-stock white Americans, their winning of
political power, and their struggle to preserve ethnj"c
identity while becoming rAmerlcansr. The experience of the
Irish, Germans, Italians, Poles and Jews will be studied
durlng periods of najor imigration activity for each
group, The impact of each on American society and culture
will be analyzed,
12 PUBLIC ECoNoMICS I RESOURCE ALLOCATION
AND PUBLIC PURPOSES Bernard Brown
An analysls of the special problens involved in the con-
munityrs use of its resources for goods and gervices;
najor effects are on nultiple (rather than individual)
economic units. This course is concerned with the kind of
things not-for-profit (not linited to governnent)
organizations do and the extent to which they do it. It
will inquire lnto the efficiency of the decision naking
process--that is, the relalion of supply to denand for
public goods. In so dolng, a model of an optinum decision
naking process for these types of goods and services will
be developed.
13 TIIE DYNMICS 0F FAMILY INTEMCTION Marilou Burnett
Thls course will provide an intensive study of the
development of the fanily systen illustrating the various
comnunication styles which energe. How these comnunication
styles influence the quality of oners interpersonal
relationshlps in lntimate, social and work transactions
will be a focus of study.
ENGLISH ROMANTICISM: BLAKE AND CoLERIDGE Dennis Camp
A study of the prose and poetry of the so-ca11ed first
generation lnglish Romantics.
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * ** ** * * **** ** ** **** ****
1 ORGANIZATION THEORY Robert Allison
This course looks at all types of organizations from the
1eve1 of the individual, the sma11 group and the social
system to discover the ways people create organizations,
change organizations, and are to sone extent vlctims of
thelr own creaLions. Topics lnclude bargaining, conflict,
cooperation, creativity, processes of social influence,
bureaucracy, professlonal organizatlons, systems theory.
2 PROFESSTONAL OCCUPATIONS Robert Allison
Study of various occupations and the process by which they
seek to become professions. Topics include professional-
ization process, characteristics of professions, inpact of
the employing organization on the professional, inpact of
professions on the enploying organization.
3 POLITICS AND EDUCATION Stuart Anderson
Studies the effects of politics on education at the federal,
state, county, and local leve1s; the political roles of tire
superintendent of schools, board of education, profes-
sional politician, lobbylst, foundation, and special
interest groups exanined; the political activities of
princlpals, teachers, mayors, teacherrs organiz€rions,
comr^unity groups and organlzed religion considered; the
effects of court decisions and legislation exanined,
4 MACROECONOMIC THEORY Michael Ayers
An internediate course in economic theory. Macroeconomicsj.s the analysis of the role of government, consumers, and
business in the determination of aggregate incone,
employment, and the prlce.leve1, Prinary classroom
attention will be given to the development of a nodel of
incone detemination, wlth sone discussion of the nodelrs
relation to classical economic theory and its policy and
social inplications.
5 STATE AND LOCAL FINANCE Michael Ayers
Introduction to the role of state and loca1 governments in
taxing and spending. An exploratlon of the different tax
and expenditure programs available to state and local
governnents w111 be nade. Major enphasis will be centered
around policy lmplications.
6 CRIME IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIET] Hugh Barlow
Considerable emphasis in this course will be placed on
sociological theories and perspectives on crime viewed in
the light of contending explanations. Less emphasis will
be placed on correctional nethods and "treatment" of crime
and criminals.
SOCIAI INEQUAI,ITY I: THEORETICAL
PERSPECT IVES Hugh Barlow
This course will include a review of the theoretical
contributions to the understanding of social inequallty.
Included, anong others, w111 be the vork of Karl Marx,
Thorstein Vebleo, Kingsley Daru and idilbert E. Moore,
Melvin Tunneir, and Ralph Dahrendorf.
8 TltE AMERICAN PUBLIC BUREAUCRACY Robert Batson
An examination of the application of theories of
bureaucracy to American governmental orgaoization. Con-
slders the role of bureaucracies in a separation-of-powers
system; their quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial
functions ; their functional and dysfunctional consequences
and their relationship to democratic values.
15 ILLINOIS LITERATURE
16 CONTINUING EVOLUTION OF HIMAN GENETIC
AND CULTURAL SYSTEMS: CAN WE BE
FREE I
17 VARIATIONS IN HIJMAN ADAPTATION AND
TRANSCULTUMT LITEMTURX II
Dennis Camp
A 6tudy of the works of the native and adopted sons of
I11inois, including Sandburg, Lindsay, Masters, Heningway,
Farrel1, and others.
In this first quarter of the Literature Colloquium the
student's experience will be problem-oriented. Lrtry is he
in the particular program he has chosen? What kinds ofquestions, or needs, does he bring to it from his own
background which nay be satisfied here? How will he go
about satisfying these needs in keeping with the character
of the opportunities which the Program provides? Is it
likely that this Progran will actually provide this
satisfaction? The student will begin to formulate a
Learning Proposal which at this point nay be no nore than
a kind of "mp'' of his future course selection, based on
sone articulation of desires and needs in relatlon to
literature study. (2 qu. hrs.) *
LITERATURE COLLoQUIL'II I ** (2 qu. hrs.) Richard Danashek
WHAT IS LITERATURE? Richard Danashek
If you have quesLions, or think you should have questions
in mind about the nature of literature, (e.g., what is it?,
what does it mean?, how does it function?, what 1s its
value?, what have other people said about it?), the course
will provide an opportunity to investigate then.
27 CONFLICT AND CONSENSUS IN AMERICAN
ITISTORICAL LITEMTURE Cu11om Davis
An examination of differing hlstorical interpretations of
najor eplsodes and issues in modern U.S. History.
Particular attention to how hlstorians respond to the
persistent themes of conflict vs. consensus and change vs,
continuity. The emphasis is upon 20th Century U.S.
history, Varied readings and several short papers.
28 SOCIAI, PSYCHOLOGY Cathy Draper
The following topics and concepts will be emphasized 1n
the course: socializatlon, symbolic interaclion, cultural-
social lmpact on perception (especia11y, bel1ef systens
and the stignatized), drug addictim and a1coho11sm.
29 SoCIOLOGY OF LAW Cathy Draper
Emphasis in this course w111 be on the following topics:
law and social structure; leglslation, 1aw enforcement and
the public, 1aw and conflict resoluLion, judicial behavior,
and the 1ega1 profession.
30 I'AN AT TdORK Mark Erenhurg, Vlchael Ayers,
and Dave Everson
A seminar designed to investlgate the problems of man at
work applying a varieLy of literary and social science
approaches to these problems, The course will exanine
definitional issues related to work, explore methods for
investigating significant soclal questions relating to work
and provide a broad introduction to the university program.
Course reading w111 include both literary identification
of problens (e.g., Steinbeck's Grapes of lrrath) and nore
analytic, social science treatnents (e.g,, White's The
Organization Man).
31 MANPOWER ECONOMICS Mark Erenburg
A study of the functioning of the labor narket with con-
slderation of wages, nobility, labor supply, and unenploy-
ment. Careful analysls of the role of government in the
labor allocation process through job creation, ski11
developnent and job matchlng. Development of criteria for
evaluation of governnentrs role and projecting future tasks,
32 SCHOOL BUSINESS ADMINISTMTION Warren Evenson
Sources of school revenue, analysis of expenditure
policies, inler-governmental fiscal relationships, budgeting
and salary policy, introduction to the economics of
education and other aspects of school finance.
Ted Cloak
A number of basic questions are taken up, in rotation, in
an attempt to develop some new understandings, scientific
and noral, of the interactions of human beings with then-
selves, with each other, and with their animal, vegetable
and mineral environnents. Enphasis is on discussion of
the questions and on comprehension of fundanental
principles.
Ted Cloak
A continuatlon, at a nore sophistlcated 1eve1, of
"Variations in Human Adaptation Ir!. Students will write
and discuss critical views of ethnographies, based on
general standards for ethnographic writlng and on aequired
factual- information about the people treated.
18 THEORY OF PERSONNEL TESTING
Discussion of the theory and rationale underlying
pelsonnel tests and tests in general, Course will focus
on the concepts of reliability and validity as they are
conceived through "true" score theory. The Spearman-
Brovn prophecy formula, the Kuder-Richardson fomulas,
and item analysis technlques will be discussed in thls
context, Also will be concerned wlth practical techniques
used to determine reliability and validity, empirically.
Concepts and techniques of correlation and regression(and other statistical concepts and techniques) necessary
for understanding the naterial covexed will be presented
fu11y in the course.
19 PHYSIOLOGICAI ECOLOGY Mark Conley
Conparative study of physiological ad-iustnents which
animals make in response to environmental factors, with
enphasis on physiological basis of aninal distribution and
evaluat ion.
Jerry Colliver
20 EVALUATIVE RNSEARCH FOR PUBI,IC AGENCY
PROGRAMS
A study of vocational behavior in relation to occupational
differences and career patterns, with speclal attention to
the analysls of enpirlcal data and theorles pertaining to
vocational choice.
Jeffrey Cornog
Robert Crouley 33 LINKAGE POLITICS David Everson
This course will exanine the role of political parties andlnterest groups in linking public opinion to public policy
declsions in Western European and the American political
systems. Anong the central works to be consldered will be
those of Trunan, Bentley, Duverger, and others.
34 PUBLIC OPINION David Everson
This course will focus on the techniques of studying publlc
oplnlon (sample surveys), the content and structure of mass
opinion on politlcal questions, the role of public opinlon
in perpetuating or weakening democratic instj-tutions and
the relationship (if any) between public opinion and public
policy,
Public administrators nore and more are belng required to
docunent the achlevements of the programs they are
admlnistering with the support of public funds. This
course would enphasize the basic goals of applled research
and exanine the basic philosophy of science questions
ra1-sed by the application of social science research
nethods and techniques to evaluation of adnlnistrative
prograns of public agencies.
21 MANAGEMENT INFORMTION SYSTEMS Jeffrey Cornog
A systenatic approach toward the study of work organiza-
tions and the establishment of criteria for infornation
f1ows. An examination is made of data sources and of uses
for lnfomation systens for management planning and control
in various types of business environnents.
22 BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION I Robert Crowley
This course focuses on the study of the salient principles
or rules for changing hunan behavior and on the research
studies from which they derive. It is the first in a
sequence of two courses. The student w111 apply the rules
by developing a proposal for nodifying a clientrs behavior.
Students who elect the second course in the sequence will
implement the proposal in Lhe actual sltuation.
23 VOCATIONAT PSYCHOI,OGY
24 LIIEMTURE COLLOQUJUM T Richard Danashek
Literature Colloqulum I is the first part of a three-part
sequence (three quarters) designe'd to provide the student
of literature with an opportunlty to develop an under-
standing of literature study and his relation to it and
to help him formulate a coherent approach to the selection
of literature courses around some core of hls own design,
* Class neets every other week, beginning Sept. 29Lh.
*x Class meets every other week, beginning Sept. 30th,
J) THE IMPACT OF SLAVERY OI{ AMERICAN
LIFE AND THOUGHT Judy Everson
An historical suney of the transplantation and adjust-
nent of slavery ln America; the condltion of the black
both as slave and as free man in the antebellum period; the
emergence of anli-slavery agitation and pro-slavery
defense; the nalure of political' 1egal, and social
responses to the nascent civll rights novement following
emancipation; and the continuing struggle to define black-
white relationshiPs in America.
PERSUASION: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SPEECH Judy Everson
This course surveys Persuasive theory fron classical times
to contemporary psychologlcal models such as cognitive
dlssonancel analyzes the mjor results of behavioral
research into persuaslve effectiveness; establishes
criterla for speech evaluatlon; and offers oPPortunities
for the application of theory' research, and critical
methods.
REVOLIITIONS AND GUERRILLA WARFARE: Edward Ezell
nISTORICAL AND POLITICAL PERSPECTMS & Gus Stevens
The central ain of this course includes: tracing the
contour of the sociopolitical and historlcal roots of
revolution; identifylng and analysing situations that lend
themselves to succe€sful and unsuccessful revolutions;
exanining foms and styles of revolutionary movenents; and
generating inplications of such findings relative to the
politlcal life of man.
TECHNOLOGY IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION TO
1740 (I) Edward Eze1l
Technology, (tool use, non-hunan sources of energy, and
related organization patterns) has been one of the major
deteminants in the developnents of I'trestern civilization;
yet only recently has there been scholarly recognitlon of
that fact' This three quarter sequence extends fron the
very beginnlngs of man to the present day, and to the
problens of the future that our advanclng technology is
bringing into belng' In a sense, the history of
technology is a branch of social history; lt,a1s9 foms an
inportani-part of intellectual, econonlc, Political' art'
military and even religlous history. ToPics to be covered
in Ehis flrst quarter include: the impact of tool use on
hunan evolution and the emergence of the first urban
settlementsi the developnent of technologjcal ski11s in
the ancLent middle eastern empires, Greece and Rone; the
role of technology in the creation of new soclal systems
during the Middle Ages; the growth of technological
inventlon and the background to the lndustrial Revolutlon'
39 PSYC1TOPATHOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD Ugo Formigoni
An investigatlon of persoaality and behavlor problems of
chlldren and thelr etiological, factors and nethods of
treatment.
40 THE PSYCHOLOGY AND PHII-OSOPHY OF HUMAN
CHANCE Conald Foust
A lecture-seminar course on the polarity of vhat is and
what can be in the individual aDd society' The ways ln
which the self and society develop in the universal field
of process, The course focuses on the neaning of the
central value-core in lndividuals and society ln its
relationshlp to psychological ald social change.
41 Ti{E PSYC11OLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY OF
RELIG]ON Conald Foust
A lecture-seminar course on the basic religious themes
of faith, salvation, eternal l1fe and God, from the vlew-
point of process-phenonenology' The primary goal of the
course is an understanding of the polarlty between what
1s aud what is to be hoped for in the lndividual and
society .
42 ETHNIC MINORITIES Nathalie Funk
Ethnic (racia1, religious, and national origin) minorlties
in the American soclal structure. l"tinority soclal systems.
Changes in majority-ninority group relations.
43 HUMAN REI,ATIONS Nathalie Funk
Social factors in lnterpersonal dynamics and in intergrouP
dynamics.
IMAGES AND REATITIES IN CENTRAI
EUROPEAN HISTORY
45 THE CITY
46 CHAUCER: THE CANTERBIJRY TALES
47 INTRODUCIION TO L]NGUIST]CS
ORGANIZATION THEORY
(See Course Description 1)
Is there a German Dilema? Hov have People within the
German cultural sphere thought of thenselves and their
society? hlhat moves Lhen today? How far back nust one
reach for understanding? l'Ihat role have the Reformation
and the frontier experience played in Gernan history? llow
have nationalism, nilitarism, ronanticism and rationalism
served Central Europeans? t4las the Nazi period a determined
or a deternining one? What of the future? lJhat does the
Geman experience say to developing nations' to the
United States? Fron sources and lnterPretations by Gemans
and olhers, symPathetic aDd unsynPathetics, fron the
perspectives of various disciplines, course particiPants
"fr.ll se.t 
answers to these questions and others which
will be discovered'
Jb
Edward Hawes
Mark Ileyman
Norman Hinton
Norman Ilinton
Salvatore Imbrogno
37
A study of the complex physical and social system that is
called "city", based on insights from econonics, history,
politics, and sociotogy, Survey of the literature, field
work, simulati.on games, and other appropriate technlques
will be employed.
A reading of one of the two greatest works of Englandrs
foremost medieval Poet' Includes discusslon of medieval
art, history, synbology and culture as it bears upon
Chaucer's allegory of Man in his 1ife, and the theology
of Christian Love which should guide hin'
38
48 COMPAMTIVE POLITICAI ANALYSIS Lee Hoinacki
49 WORKSHOP IN METHODOLOGY AND LOCAL
HISTORY Daniel Holt
50 MUNICIPAI, LAI,J AND ADMINISTMTION Nelson Howarth
This course is designed to provide students with a
comprehenslve knowledge of the naior areas of study and
itt"'toa"" of analysls io the field of comParative Politics'
fntroduction to contenporary nodes of studying and
thlnking about language, and the ways in which man uses
language both as a connunications system and as an
inportant part of his social relaFionshiPs'
An examinalion of the legal powers and atructure of
nunlcipal corporations, enphasizing, but not linited to
city goverment' Conslders the najor problens of intet-
gover;nental relations as they affect Bunicipalitles and
the najor problems of urban governnent.
A discusslon course designed to acquaint the student with
the methods and materials available for researchlng and
writlng state and local history. Discussions will center
about ihe neaning and need for studying state and loca1
history and how it relates to natlonal developnelts' A
na-jor goal wlll be to nake the student aware of his place
in the history and the environment of lllinois and the
l"lldwe6 t ,
51
52 THEORIES AND METHODS OF ORGANIZATIONA.L
CHANGE Salvatore Imbrogno
A behavioral enphasis upon the rational-enPirical
approaches to effecting change within an organlzation'
Cnange ls viewed in a systematic and developmental frane-
workl providlng the basis for personal skl11 develoPment
ln applying varlous change methods.
53 INDIVIDUAL TESTING Kenneth Inhoff
Theories of intelligence and cognitive developnent' The
classiflcation of intelllgence measures' Introduction to
the adninistration of verbal and various non-verbal tests
and the Stanford Binet.
54 CREATM WRITING FOR PARENTS AND TEACHERS Jackie Jackson
A personal, structured wrtting class for those who do not
netessarily consider themselves "creative", bu! who nay be
in a posltion to nurture or stifle otherst creativity'
60 EDUCATION AS A POLITICAI, PROCESS:
GR.EECE AND ROME
55 LITEMTURE CoLL0QUIUM I Robert Jackson
2 quarter units. Class meets every other week,
beginning Sept. 29th. (See Course Descriptlon 24')
56 LI1ERATURE COLLOQUIUM I R. Jackson
2 quarter units. Class neets every other week,
beginning Sept. 28th. (See Course Description 24.)
57 PROBABILITY - THE0RY AND APPLICATIONS K. G. Janardan
The najor enphasls in this course is the study of the
probability theory of finlte sample spaces together wlth
linited applications to statistical theory. Topics
include: neaning of chance and chance experiment; elemeots
of conbinatorlal analysis; probability theory for finite
sanple spaces; randon variables, probability distributlons -
blnomlal, hypergoenetric, Poisson, and nornali expectation;
statistical applications of probabllity.
58 FINANCIAL ADMINISTMTION Ituin.Iarett
Financial problems of business organj.zations are studied,
including the nature of significant instrunents and
institutions as they affect cholces anong sources for
financlng, methods of budgeting funds, controls on invest-
nent ln assets, and changes in corporate slructure. Actual
financlal problems faced by business concerns are analyzed
in tems of short- and long-tem fund raising, the
administratlon or working capital, recapitalization,
llsting of securities, and reorganlzation.
59 IMERNATIONAI, TMDE Walter Johnsor
Exanines the reasons for internatlonal trade, historical
developnent and obstacles to trade. Enphasis is placed
upon current U.S. problens in the area and alternative
solutlons.
66 TWEMIETH CENTURY LITERACY John Knol1 and
Larry Snith
This course w11f investigate the pragnatlcs of twentieth
century technology as well as the ethical and
philosophical i.nplications it has for comunications. The
course will consist of readings in comunications
philosophy, viewing of related filns, and creative
projects. Each student will be expected to engage in
some creative expository effort using thls decadets com-
munlcation hardware.
67 POLITICS 0F THE FEDERAI, BUREAUCMCY Randolph Kucera
An exanination of the ways in which executlve branch
politics affect the appropriateness, quality and fom of
policy developnent..and execution in federal programs.
Students will study, in depth, partlcular agencies of
their ovn choosing. These studies will provide the basls
for group analysis of the exlent to which current styles
of executive branch politlcs facilitate and/or encunber
adequate federal leve1 responses to publlc needs.
68 FUND ACCOUNTING Carrol Leas
Accountlng theory and practice applied to non-profit
institutions and governnental organizations. Classlfica-
tion and use of funds for fiscal procedures, budget
control, flnanclal statenents and reports.
69 MATHEMTICS OF MANAGEMENT King Lee
A course treating some of the nethods of mthenatics in
business and the social sclences.
cari Lesnoff-
70 THE LoGIC AND LANGUAGE OF EDUCATION Caravaglla
An appllcation of the techniques of philosophical analysis
to the language and concepts of education which are usedin thinking about, guidlng, and cotrtrolling the ongoing
educative process.
71 COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY Stanley Lewin
Description found in Course Descrlption Addendun.
72 SENSATION FERCEPTION Stanley Lewin
Descrj-ption found in Course Description Addendm.
73 ART AND MUSIC Bruce Magidsohn and
t"lark Slebert
The course will consider two non-vexbal arts, vlsual art
and music, together since creators in both are conpelled
by fhe sane muse. Rather than proceeding chronologically
from point A to point B in history, the course will con-
sider concepts (e.g. lmpresslonlsn, Classl.cism, ete.) as
they occur in both arts, attenpting to see sinilarlties
and differences in treatment and recurrences of such
treatment at various points in line.
74 SCTILPTURE AND THREE DIMENSIONAI, DESICN:
ENVIRoNMENTS I Bruee l4agidsohn
This course will deal, by deflnltion, with problem solvlng
experiences of a three dlmensional nature in the studio.
Each student will nane the problen he wants to deal wlth
at the beginning of each quarter and work in a one-to-one
relationship wlth the lnstructor to achieve his goals.
Fifteen hours of credit 1s the naximum avallable.
75 CI'LTIJRAT ANTHROPOLOGY Martin Mcculre
Exanination of contenporary dafa concernlng the ioter-
relatedness of nan's biological and cultural evolution,
Comparative cross cultural study of social behavior
related to group survival, organizational and functlonal
adaptations, and effects of cultural change. Significance
of anEhropological studies for technologically advanced
societies.
76 ADVANCED ACCOIJNTING I Zachariah Mathew
Advanced study of principles and procedures relating to
special topics - partnershlps, installnent sa1es, con-
signments, hone office and branch accounts, buslness
combinations. and consolidatlons.
77 MANAGERIAL ACCOIJNTING Zachariah Mathew
A considefation of cuxrent accounting problems involving
cost-volune-proflt analysis, capital budgeting, relevant
costs, and other advanced cost accounting topics related
to managenent decisions.
Richard Johnston
The first of three courses studying education as a
polltical process of transnitting culEure arrd distributing
knowledge, which is one of the lmportant resources in any
soclety, The course will focus upon Hellenistic education
in Greece and Rome, exanining various educational agencies:
The Greek theater, pagan rellgions, the narket-place, law
courts and other pol1tica1 lnstitutlons, nilitary trainlng(the epheboi), and the schools. Any course in the series
nay be taken separately.
61 REVOLUTION AND SOCIAI, CHANGE Richard Johnston
A conpaxative study of revolutions drawing upon nodern
European and American history. One objective is to
ldentify, if posslble, comon elenents in various revolu-
tlons and apply these as crlteria in analyzing contemporary
problens of social change, Course work will require
extensive use of library resources on the part of students.
62 DRAWING AND PAINTING I (a1so II and III) Nlna Kasanof
This course wlll seek to aid the student in articulating
his ldeas and feelings about hinself and hls surroundings
using two-dinensional media, Enphasis will be plaeed upon
lndividual experimentation. There is a naxinun of three
quarters that a student can take this course. He my enter
at any quarter.
63 BIOLOGY AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE tlarold Kerster
Discussion of the blological background to current issues,
with special enphasis on those issues bearing on living
standards, health naintenance, freedom, and the biological
basis of behavior. (Limit: 12 students)
64 BIOLOGY AND THE QUAI,ITY OF LIFE
(Ll-nit: 12 students)
FILM AND LITEMTURE
Harold Kerster
John Knoll
The course is basically an exploration of the lnteraction
becween the two genres. Do we "read" a filn as we do a
novel or a short story? Has the narrative filn today taken
over the storytelling function of the novel? The relation-
ship between the prose style of poets, novefists, and
dranatist6 and the cinematic techniques of Griffith,
Eisenstein, and Godard will be explored.
65
78 STATE LEGISLATIVE POLITICS
This course will study Anerican legislative systens with
particular enphasis on the actual workings of the legisla-
tive process in the state of lllinois,
79 GAMES ANALYSIS John Mil1er
Ron Michaelson 88 THE SEARCH FOR COMMUNITY POI^IER Redge Ranyard and
Larry Golden
An exanination of the differing theories of studying fornal
and infornal power distributlons in communities and complex
organizations. Students will be expected to familiarize
themselves vith those theories, their problens, and the
value which each presents, and !o apply one of the theories
to a study of one of the 1oca1 comunities.
89 ACTING Guy Ronans
A basic course which introduces the student to the use of
voice and body in effective expression. Inprovlsation,
developnent of inagination, creative ideas, spontaneity,
Various techniques will be utilized ro help the student
express on stage his enotivity as well as hls sensitivity.
This course will deal with the concept of "games" as dealt
with by Transactional Aralysis, the system of analyzing
human interactions developed and elaborated by Eric Berne.
80 IMPERIALISM Horard Moon
A definition of the concept of imperialism dealing with the
comparative experience of Porlugal, Holland, Spain, Britain,
Gemany, Ita1y, and France after 1500, but especially
foeusing on the European scramble for territory in Africa
and Asia afte! 1870. An attenpt will be made to analyse
the after-effects of lnter-cultural collisions, based on
the experience of both sides.
81 WAR AND EUROPEAN SOCIETY 1870-1945 Iloward Moon
The impact of war on European culture, ideology, and power
structures with reference to art, filmsr llterature and
social philosophy. The sociology of war w111 deal with the
declmtion and dj-screditing of elites. A comparatlve study
of war econonics will examine British, Gernan, French,
Russlan, and Italian preparations for World t\]ar II. The
lnpact of weapons, technology and industrialisn in nodern
war will supplenent a study of the issue of the military
lldustrial complex,
82 THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE AMERICAN
POLITICAL AND SOCIAI- oRDER Douglas Morgan
This course is intended to provide the student with sone
understanding of the foundatlons of the American regime by
initially focusing upon the wrltings and debates of the
framers of the American Constitution. After abstracting,
exanining and evaluating the broad principles of politlcal
and social order whlch the franers thought constituted ajust regime, we will determine how these principles vere
understood and implemented by the Suprene Court during 1ts
flrst thirty years under Chief Justice Marshall.
THEATRE AND COMMI]NITY Guy Romans
Repertory company. Theatre nust remain always above the
audience. The conpany proposes and the audience disposes.
The repertory company is not a theatre of essay, Its
prinary function is to bring to the University as well as
to the public at large a repertory rarely produced. It
will be divided in two groups: one more dedicated to
deprived areas and schools of classical productions, and
lhe other to international nasterpelces.
91 BTOLOGY SEMINAR David Schaeffer
This seminar is intended for people ln the biology
progran. Invited lecturers will be intersperaed wlth
student prepared talks. The heart of this course is the
dlscussion engendered from these talks. Students should
be prepared to present 2 talks and participate in all
discussions,
92 INTRODUCTION T0 BIO-ORGANIC CHEMISTBY David Schaeffer
A one quarter course in chenlstry which 1s designed for
those taklng biology and/or ecology courses, based on the
concepts, meanings and reallty of the I'atomrr and the
concept of molecules.
93 WEATHER AND CLIMATE Carroll Schwartz
83 THE CIVIL LIAR AND THI CONSTITI.,TION Douglas Morgan
Thls course will explore the linits to the rule of 1aw
within our constitutlonal framework by focusing upon the
Civil War ard the institutlon of slavery. To what extent
did the founders of the Amerlcan regime succeed in
establishing a constitutional systen which was able to
adjudicate political questlons upon which there was
fundarental disagreement?
84 JSO PROGRAM COLLOQUIUM: THE MEANING Douglas Morgan and
AND IMPLICATIONS OF JUSTICE Chrls Breiseth
Thls colloquium ls intended to introduce students to some
of the elenentary considerations and questions in definingjustice and its applicatlon to social issues. The course
is tean taught by members whose various disclplinary
perspectives will be used to explore the problens which are
comrcn to all of the courses in the program.
85 THE HEIPTNG RELATIONSI1IP John Nolte
An exploration of various nodels of hman interaction that
have been utilized by professional "people-helpers"(teachers, physicians, priest$, social workers,
psychologists, counselors, policenen, shoe repairmen, et
al), the underlying ideo).ogies and philosophies and the
implicatlons of each nodel"
86 GROUP PROCESS IN COUNSELING Janes Pancrazio
A study of group process (theory and research) and partici-
pation ln a group experience. Completion of project
relating theory, research, and experience.
81 INTERNSH]P IN COIJNSELING James Pancrazio
Intern is assigned to one or more cooperating schools for
one, and preferably two quarters, where he, under the joint
supervision of the counseling services, administrator and
the university supervisor, galns practlcal experience in
various aspects of counseling materials, functionso proce-
dures and services. Intern conpletes a jointly approved
research project. related to counseling in the cooperatlng
school or school district.
A systematic analysi.s of the elenents of the atmosphere,
their controls, and the conbinations of similar atnospheric
phenomena surveyed from a regional viewpoint. Enphasis
is given to the characteristics of weather and clinate in
the United states, and how man's activities are affected by
then.
94 THE ENGLISH NOVEL FROM DEFoE To SCoTT Richard Shereikis
study of najor English novelists fron the early 18th
century to the early 19th century; Fielding, Richardson,
Austen, and others.
95 TEACHING ENGLISH IN TODAYIS HIGH
SCHOOLS Richard Shereikls
A problens and nethods course for prospectlve high school
English teachers, including theme gradlng and actual
teaching experlenee.
SPACE, TIME AND ENVIRONMENT Larry Shlner
An exploration of selected issues 1n the philosoPhy of
environment with enphasis on the hunan experience of tlne
and space. Anong the topics treated: the phllosophical
and religious beliefs which have 1ed to the environnental
crisls, noral and aesthetic issues in the design of
environment, time and the rhythns of soclal existence, the
dynamics of personal and social space,
97 COLLOQUIUM - INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM Mark Slebert
this "snal1-group" colloqulum provides assistance and an
identity-group to the studen! who elects to design his om
program of studies, (See lndivldual Optlon in the 'rGuide
to Sangamon State University".) The student nay enro11 ln
the Colloquiun as often as he wishes. It serves prlnarily:
to aid him in preparlng his study prospectus; to give him
a mechanism for continuing evaluation and nodification as
he learns from his work; to provide a forum for his flnal
report or denonstration of what he has learned fron his
indivldual program. (2 quarter units)
-6-
98 WORKSHOP IN MUSICAL PERFORMANCE Mark Siebert
The course will forn several sma1l performance ensembles,
instrunental and vocal. Works will be prepared for
performance; they will also serve for a study of the style-
historical aspects of performance, including the general
hlstorical place of the works themselves. There will also
be attention given to the general concerns of preparation
for perfornance and the special problems of ensenble.
Sone members of the class nay be asked to begin study of
a mediun new to them (e.g, singers might begin to study
the recorder). Students must audition during the week of
Septenber 13th with instructor.
IO7 SOCIAL CONCEPTS IN PMCTICAL SOCIOLOGY Roberr Thorsen
See Course Description 106.
108 PSYCHOLOGICAI AND SOCIOLOGICA], METHODS
IN THE CLASSRoOM Arthur Underyood
An exanination of the nethods and purposes of our public
school within the framework of our society. The
psychological and sociological basis of methods used
in the classroom will be examined.
109 NEUROPITYSTOLOCY I John trla1sh
WORKSHOP ]N MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
COMMUNICATIONS
LO3 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AMONG AFRICAN
STATES
The course w111 help students arrive at a definition of
what comunicalions is, It will begin the developnent of
a philosophy of comnunication as well as look at the
evolutlonary process as a function of nedia.
101 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT Stanley Sokolik
An operatlonal approach to managing people at work,
drawing fron behavioral-sclence findings, while providing
a phllosophlcal franework for personnel decision naking.
Builds upon the concept of reconciliation and integration
of worker-organizational interests through supportive
sltuation-oriented leadership by both 1lne and staff
runagers. Energing issues and concepts are focused upon
through supplementary case analyses and provocative
discussion questions.
102 ORGANIZATIONA.L BEHAVIOR Stanley Sokolik
Development of awareness and understanding of hunan
behavior in a work organlzation setting. Concepts which
energe fron this humanistic, experientlal and multi-
dimensional approach help in nore effective deallng with
onets own behavlor and that of others in his work group.
focus is upon understanding indivldual behavior, sna1l
groups, lntergroup behavior and the behavlor of the total
organization.
Covers the structure and function of the principal parts
of the nannalian nervous system with special considera-
tion of the human nervous system.
110 ADMTNTSTMTToN oF THE puBI,rc scHooLS Jack Lratson
The Adninistration of the Public Schools is an introductory
graduate course which deals with the organization,
adminlstration, and operation of the public schools,
Public education at the nalional, state, county, and
local 1evels is exanined. Major emphasis is on the local
school district, its goa1s, functions, achievements, and
prob lens .
PRACTICUM IN COIJNSELING A. Dan hrhitley
Intensively supervised experience in counseling with a
variety of clients. croup and individual supervision of
all counseling sessions. Report vriting.
II2 THEORY OF COUNSELING A. Dan lthltley
Philosophies underlying the counseling proces6.
Processes of psychological counseling, and the dynamics
of the cllent-counselor relationship. The use of test
scores and vocational-educationaL infornation in the
counseling session. Utilizatlon of role-playing and
recorded counseli.ng sessions to illustrate lecture
materials.
113 PUSLIC BUDGETING Janes Wilson
A study of public policy naking as reflected in a
governmental units budget, Speclal attention is paid to
the budgetary process in Illinois state goverument,
Analysis of the Program, Planning Budgeting Systen (ppBS).
T74 AVIAN BIOLOGY Richard Wright
Emphasis on several topics including identification,
physiology of comnunication, environmental relationships,
and development of birds. Laboratory and field study
will be a najor part of the course.
115 LINEAR ALGEBM Mary Yntena
A course introducing vector spaces and natrices in teros
of conputation, theories and applications.
TEACHER PREPARATION
116 SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY Cullom Davis
An examinatioo of the nature and ains of education within
the context of contemporary social issues. The
theoletical focus w111 be on the teacher as a creatlve
cultural agent, while practical emphasls will be placed
upon the nature of the leamlng that occurs in non-school
environments, Taken in conjunction wi!h a required field
experience totaling four hours per week.
Mark Siebert
Larry Smith
Gu6 Stevens
An attenpt to nap-out the developnent of foreign rela-
tions anong both independent and dependent Africa;
exanine the directives taken by African states in
conbating problens generated by national interesta and
security, confltcting ldeologies and aspirations, and
balkanlzation--artificial boundarles, colonialism and
neocolonialism ln the various attempts to fornulate
guidelines for lnter-African and/or internatlonal conduct.
In thls endeavor, the role of the various pan-African
novements (not of course, over-looking the role of the
Organization of African unity and the United Nations in
the developmeat of policies governing or intended to
govern, relationships among Afrlcan states) will be
exanlned .
104 AMERICA SINCE THE GREAT DEPRESSION--
SELECTED PROBLEMS Ralph Stone
This course wj,11 be an in-depth exanination of certaln
domestlc problems--to be deternined by class interest--
fron about 1930 to the present. Problens will be viewed
both fron the perspective of their own tine and fron
their effect on todayrs wor1d. Possible subjects night
include: the Depression as an econonic-social-cultura1
phenomenon; Presidential leadership; the controversy
over Comunisn and Mccarthyism; the Kennedy Mystique;
etc. Where feasible, 1oca1 conditions will be investi-
gated alongside national events; for exanple, studying
the depression in Sprlngfield, interviewlng connunity
nembers, neasuring its influence on todayrs generationgap. In addition to historlcal accounts and 1oca1
lnvestigations, filre and novels will be utilized,
105 NATIONAI LECISLATIVE POJ-ITICS John Syer
The role of the Congress of the Unlted States in the
American political systen, with attention to legislative
reorganization and refom,
f06 SOCIAI, CONCEPTS IN PMCTICAL SOC]OLOGY Robert Thorsen
An intense exploration 1n texts, journals, and lhe popular
press of the meaning and practical use of seven basic
sociological concepts: nom, status, group, association,
institution, power and authorlty. Are they labels, des-
criptions, or explanatLons of ordinary social phenonena?
A three-term-spanning course deslgned to provlde students
wlth contlnuity of effort and a sufficient period of timefor fernentation and integration of ideas and values.Students "register" by appearing at the flrst class
meeting in the fa11 tern. Fornal reglstration wll1 be in
the spring and open ONLY to those whom the instructors
verify as having worked both fa11 and winter tems. Those
who successfully conplete the three-tem experlence will
receive flve hours credit at the end of the sprlng term.
The description for thls course is the same as in course
/1116 except that it 1s taken in conjunctlon with a
required field experience Lotaling 1 1/2 hours per week.(0 credit for fa1l)
LI7 SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
SCEOOL AND COMMUNITY
Edward llawes
Jackie Jackson
Jerry Storm
118
1r9
An appraisal of organizational Patterns' planning for
instructlon, nethods of instruction' and evaluation of
lnstruction at the elenentary school leve1' A maJor
aspect of the course 1s a fleld experience in an
elementary school.
124 TEACHING AND LEARNING - SECONDARY Stuart Anderson
The study of indlvidual teachlng ProbleEs including
concePts 
' 
mthods and materlals of secondary education
wlth partlcular emphasis on the student's teachlng area
of concentration. Students will recelve instructlon in
the use of audio-vlsual nedia and vill galn experience as
a teacher aid'
PuBLIc AFFAIRS COLLOQUIA: GENERAI
125 ECONOMICS OF BLACK AMERICA John Boman
selective econonlc history of Black America; theorles
of discriminatloo; income, expelditure' proposed solutions'
I2O SCHOOL AND STUDENT
1-2I SCHOOL AND STUDENT
122 SCHOOL AND STIIDENT
123 TEACHING AND LEARNING - ELEMENTARY
126 LATIN AMERICA IN THE l970rS: GOoD
NEIGHBORS OR BELLIGEREM ENNTIES?
A critical inquiry inlo theorles of learning, growth' and
development which contribute !o an understanding of the
school and chi1d. A major asPect of the course is a field
experience in a school.
130 SOCIAI- ISSUES AND PUBLIC POLICY Danlel Knapp
Most public policies set up to alleviate social problens
in fact create new difficultles for lndivlduals and
groups affected by then. we sha11 exa[ine certain of
these policies, strategles for translatilg pelsoua]
troubles of isolated indlviduals into public lssues with
inplications for policy or cultural change' and historical
exanples of changes which have occurred through thls
dialectical process of policy and response.
I31 MOOD OF BLACK AMERICA Gus Stevens
Integratlon, separatlon, segregatlon, liberation--which
way for Black America? Ghettos-Suburbs..'an attempt to
go inside the ghetto to discuss: structure' components(1and1ords, housin8 conditions' rent, etc.), attltudes of
t^Ihite Anerica, justice ard the Black Man...Law and order...
how it applles to the Black Anericans. Are there double
standards? Is there police brutality? Meaning of civil
rlghts, legislatlon. Voting' courts, politlcal prlsoners'.
Educational systems and the Black Man...Desegregation,
Double Standards. . .Organlzations--Black Panthers, NMCP,
scj,c,.,John Birch, KXK, White clvil Liberties,
"Springfield" and Black and Whlte relatlons, econony'
health, etc,..
132 CENSORSHTP FOR SCHOOL MATERIAI,S? Jerry stom
An exanination of censorship of educational naterials in
elenentary and seeondary schools. Consideration of
rational-e, attenPts' and Productlve reactions. Includes
field study,
133 COMEMPOMRY APPROACHES TO POVERTY
IN AMERICA John SYer
Consideration of lhe causes of poverty and an assessEeDt
of the strategies deslgned to alleviate this condition in
the United States.
PIIBT.TC AFFAIRS COLLOOUIA: CONTEMPOMRY ISSUES
]-34 TITE ROLE OF THE MASS MEDIA IN A MODERN
SOCIETY Austin CarleY
An historical, sociological, polltlcal' economic and
phll,osophical- study of the role played by the nass media
in a nodero society.
135 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION - I{ISTORY
AND oRGANIZATION Walter Johnson
Attenpts to answer three basic questions: 1) Lrhy do we
need environnental protection? 2) htrat types of organlza-
tions and policles have been developed to combat the
envlronnental crisl6? 3) I{hat have been the results?
Emphasls will be placed upon Federal and State organiza-
tlon.
136 VrET NAM: IiOW l,iE GoT THERE? King Lee
Thts PAC will deal primarlly with the crltical period
between 1945 aod 1965 preceding the heavy U.S' involvenent
beginnlng in 1965. Enphasls will be on the political
sltuatlon in Viet Nan and the personal{ties of the naln
Vletnamese leaders rathdr than on U.S. forelgn poli-cy'
137 AGEING AND DYING IN A TECHNOLoGICAL GaTi Lesnoff-
SOCIETY Caravagli-a
"This excellent hotel i5 very anclent. Even in KlngClovlsr tlme people dled ln it in a number of beds.
Factory like, of course. It ls quantlty that counts. Who
cares anything for a finely flnlshed death? No one"'the
wish to have a death of oners om ls growing even rarer'
A vhile yet, and it w111 be Just as rare as a llfe of
onets om.t'
Ihe Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge
138 CRISIS IN THE CLASSROOM Redge Ranyard
Education is subject to ever lncreaslng criticlsn. l{ou
valid is thls criticisn and what ls lts nature? Tttis PAc
will seek to identify the significant problen areas. Publlc
education (K-12) v111 be the prinary focus' but teachlng
and the organizacion of education at all 1evels will be a
valid concern.
Bernard Brown
Mark Heynan
Otis Morgan
Otis Morgan
Austln Carl-ey and
Carroll Schwartz
Many Latin Anerlcans refer to the U.S. as "the Collossus
to the North," and the najority of pol'ttical and literary
figures openly express fear and hatred of the U.S. and
resent our lnfluence. During the earl-y part of the
course, the class will survey Latin Amerlcan geograPhy'
hlstory, ethnography and social organl'zatlon, and current
trends in our pollcy toward Latln American developurent
and thel"rs toward the U.S. will be studied ln depth'
Whlle each student taklog this PAC w111 be encouraged to
look at Latin Amerlca fron the vlewpolnt of his or her
najor field of study (e'g., a sociology najor night con-
centrate on demography ancl urbanization, a polltical
studles student could lead a discussion on the role of
natlonal goverments in the developrent of the new Latin
Anerica), the general thene of the course will be the
l-npact of the rapidly changing sltuatlon ln Latln Anerica
on Unlted States pollcy ln the hemisphere, and Washingtonrs
role in Latio ABerican deveLopnent durlng the remlnder of
of rtre 1970's'
127 WELFARE REFORM IN MERICA Mark Erenburg
A study of the historical developnent' past and presentjustlfLcations, the workings and problems and proposed
changes ia the welfare systen and lts hlstorlcal,
econonlc, social- and Polltlcal inpllcatlons.
128 SIiOULD WE ITAVE WAR CRII'IE TRIAI-S:. THE
SEARCH FOR JUSTICE Larry Golden
Recent war crime trials, such as that of Lt' Wllliam
Calley, have effects and lnplicatlons far beyond the
lndlvldual or Partlcular trlal 1n question. They ralse
questions about the noraliti of war in general and the
legal-political-noral responslbllities of tttose who
participate in it. In this course' we can only begin to
dbal wlth nany questions involved. Besides a consldera-
tion of the Philosophical questions, enphasis v111
probabLy be placed on the Nurenburg trlals and the Geneva
Conventions, and their relationshlp to our activities in
Viet Nan.
Lzg rHE ARTIST AS A SOCIAL COIIMENTATOR Nina Kasanof
A conslderatlon of the artistrs reaction to soclety as
nanlfested ln hi8 work. The difference between social
crltlcism and annotation as expressed in the art work
will be studied, as well as what effect the "message" of
a work of art may have on lts aesthetlc va1ue. Such
artists as Goya, Daunier, Ben Shahn and Jacob Lawrence
oill be studled.
r39
140
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PUBLIC EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES:
AN HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF Robert Reid and
INSTITUTI0NAL CHANCE Michael Bakalis
Selected topics in the history of American public
education with special attention to contenporary lssues.
VIOLENCE IN AMERICA; CONTEMPOMRY,
HISTORICA],, AND COMPAMTIVE
PERSPECTMS Ralph Stone
The course will be organized around several questions:(1) what are and what have been the patlerns and extent
of individual and collective violence in the United
States, (2) what are the historical conditions which have
contributed ro the different kinds of violence, (3) how
do group protest and violence withln the United States
conpare with slnilar activities elsewhere in the wor1d,(4) what are some of the cross-dlsciplinary theories used
to explain violence, (5) hov feasible are strategies for
coping wi"th social conf11ct, aggression, and violence?
PUBIIC AFFAIRS CO IA: PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES
I47 QUALITATIVE METH0DOLOGY: FIRST-HAND
INVOLVEMENT IN THE SOCIAI- I^TORLD Daniel Knapp
The first half of the class will consist of an examination
of various qualitative (non-statistical) inquiry methods,
enphasizlng participant observation. In the meantime,
students w111 be expected to engage in a project outside
of class using one or a conbination of the methods
discussed. The last half of the class will be devoted to
oral reports and critiques of work in progress.
148 COMMI]'}IITY INVOLVEMENT LASORATORY Jerry Storn and
Richard Johnston
A study of the community through participation, sup-
plenented by reading and discussion. At least three
hours in field and one hour in class each week. This is
a three-term-spannlng course designed to provide students
with continuity of effort and a sufficient period of
tine for fermentation and integration of ideas and values.
Students "register" for this course by appearing at
the first class neetlng in the fa11 term. Fornal registra-
tion will be in the spring and open ONLY to those whon
the instructors verify as having worked both fa11 and
winter tems. Those who successfully conplete the three-
tern experience will receive five hours credit at the
end of the spring tem. (0 credit in fa11)
149 APPLIED STATISTICS ] K. G. .Janardan
This course is designed (for non-nath najors) to give an
introductj.on to the basic elements of probabllity and
statistical theory. Applications of this theory to the
problems in the fields of social and physical sciences
are given. Topics include: systenatlc o!ganization,
analysis and presentation of data; probability theory for
finite sample spaces; probability distr{butions,
statistical inference 
- estlnatlon and testing of
hypothesis; regression and correlation,
PHILoSOPHY 0F THE SOCIAI- SCIENCES Larry Shiner
A crltical exanination of the ains, nethods and 1lnita-
tions of the social sciences. Topics will include: the
problem of objectivity and value neutrality, explana!1on
and concept fornation, presuppositlons about hunan nature,
the use and abuse of 6ocia1 science in public policy
decislons.
IMRODIICTI0N T0 CoMPUTER ?RoGRAI4MING Mary Yntem
Algorithms, introduced through flow charts and a pseudo
nachine language. Conputer organizatlon and language
hierarchies. FoRTMN language. Informatlon storage and
transfer, decislon making, arrays, looping, input, output
and subroutines. Progranning in FORTMN by students.
FACULTY INTERDISCIPLINARY RES EARCH
WORKSHoP Robert Jackson
An examlnation of technological, legal, econonic and
political dimenslons of "locked inl industry-government
relationships in the defense sector, Particular attention
will be given to: a) developlng concepts useful in
describlng the behavlor of "locked in" partners, b)
identlfying najor deficiencies of existent "locked in"
relationships, c) generating alternatives to the existence
of "locked inf relationships in the defense sector, d)
exanlnlng the likelihood that the existence of "locked
in" relationships will grow as government increaslngly
utilizes and relies upon non-public capabillties 1n the
industrial sector,
142 SEX EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOI-S: CoNTEMPOMRY
PATTERNS AND PROBLEMS John Walsh
In a time of changing sexual attitudes and custons the
schools are under pressures and counterpressures fron
professional and civic groups, fron churches, parents
and elected offlclals to provide effective sex education.
The Colloquiun will discuss issues and problems relating
to 6ex education sith a view to fornulating effectlve
approaches and policies.
T43 THE ROLE OF ENVIRONMENTAI- ACTIVIST Richard Wright
The role of actlvlst will be considered by participation
in a study of a polluted water systen, finding the causes
and extent of pollution, and the present and potential
environmental effects. Subsequently, options for action
will be considered and selected ones enacted, to observe
their practicality and effectiveness.
GENERA.L AND SERVICE COURSES
144 QUANTITATIVE METITODS IN TI]E BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCES I Jerry Colliver
Simple experinental design with related data analysis
techniques. Discussion will center on the problems of
sumarlzing and lnterpretlng data obtained in experimental
settilgs, Consideration of the problens of randomiza-
tion, the number of subjects lequired in an experiment,
relative efficlency of alternative deslgns, experimental
error. etc.
I4I INDUSTRY-GOVERNMENT RELATIONSHIPS IN
THE DEFENSE SECTOR
145 PMCTICAL APPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAI,
SCIENCE RESEARCH
899
Individual readlng or independent study; requl-xes consent
of instructor and adviser.
9OO RESEARCH staff
lndividual student projects carried out under faculty
supervision. The student will do original investigations
on a problen.
This is a cooperative venture,
speak on subjects of their own
topic area.
Tt]:TORlAL
901 APPLIED STUDY QUARTER
Requires consent of Jerry Curl and
Quarter staff.
Randolph Kueera
Mark Erenburg
150
r51
L52
in which varlous faculty
concern wl-thin a stated
S taff
CurI & Staff
the Applted Study
An historical and current view of some practlcal uses made
of soclal science neLhods, tools, and analyses to
investigate, instigate, or direct social change,
Investigation and evaluatlon of several "radical" nove-
ments wlthin social science disciplines. Students wil.1 be
expected to develop and pursue a soclal scientific research
plan with direct and practical applicability at the 1oca1,
state and/or national 1eve1 which will play an identifi-
able role in the process of social change,
146 HIJMANITIES Robert Jackson
An open-ended lecture, discussioD and writing course in
the rhetorical tradition. The instructor w111 lecture
once a week; students rvi11 respond to his positions or
lnitiate thelr own. They will write one brief paper each
week. The topic for the fa11 of 1971 w111 be "Inter-
disciplinary Learning. "
PUBLIC AFTAIRS COLLOQUIA: GENERAL
WELFARE RXFORM IN AMERICA
S1IoULD WE UAVE WAR CRIME TRIALS: THE SEARCH
FOR JUSTICE
TIIE ARTIST AS SOCIA]- COMMENTATOR
LATIN AMERICA IN TIIE L970tS: GoOD
NEIGHBORS OR BELLIGERENT ENEMIES?
CONTEMPOMRY APPROACHES TO POVERTY IN
AMERICA
ECONOMICS OF BLACK AMERICA
THE MOOD OF BLACK AMERICA
SOCIAI ISSUES AND PUBLIC POI-ICY
CENSORS11IP TOR SCI{OOL MATERIAIS?
PIJBLIC AFFAIRS CoLLOQUIA: CONTWPORARY ISSUES
THE ROLE OF THE MASS MEDIA IN A MODERN
SOCIETY
VIOLENCE IN AMER]CA: CONTEMPOMRY,
HtsroRrcAl-, & CoMPARATTVE PERSPECTTVES
VIET NAM; HOll I,IE GOT TIIERI?
AGING AND DYING IN A TECHNOIOGICAL
SOCIETY
CRISIS IN TITE CLASSROOM
PUBLIC EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES:
AN HISTORICAI ANA],YSIS OF INSTITUTIONAI
CHANCE
ENVIRONI,IENTA], PROTECTION - HISTORY AND
ORGANIZATlON
PLELIC AFFAIRS COLLOQUIA: PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES
INDUSTRY-GOVERN}trNT BALATIONSHIPS IN
TITE DEFENSE SECTOR
sEx EDUCAIION IN ScHooLS: CONTEMPoRARY
PATTERNS AND PROBLEMS
TI1E ROLE OF ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST
GENEML & SERVICE COURSES
QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN THE BEHAVIORAI,
SCIENCES I
PRACTICAI APPLICATIONS IOR SOCIAI SCIENCE
R!]SEARCH
IIUMANITlES
QUALITATTVE METEoDOLoGY: FIRST-IIAND
INVOLVEMENT WITH THE SOCIAI, WORLD
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMEM LABOMTORY
APPLIED STATISTICS
PHILOSOPI{Y OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
INTRODUCTION TO COMPI/IER PROGRA}4MING
FACIILIY INTERDISCIPI,INARY RESEARCIT WORKSHOP
INDIVIDUAI PROEMI4
COLLOQUIUM - INDIVIDUAL PROGNAM
IJNIVERSITY PROCRAMS
COMMUNICATION IN A TECI{NOLOCICAI SOCIETY
1'T{AT IS LITEMTURE?
PERSUASION: TliE PSYCToLOGY OF SPEECH
TECI{NOLOGY IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION TO 1740 I
ACTING
TI,ilEMIETH CEMURY LITEMCY
TIIE LOGIC & LANGUAGE OF EDUCATION
ART AND MUSIC
THEATRE AND COI"IMIJNITY
INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS
rILM AND LITERATURE
WORKSHOP IN MUSICAI- PERFORMANCE
COMMUNICATIONS
GAMES ANALYSIS
ENVIRONMENTS AND PEOPLE
ILLINOIS LITERATURE
CONTINUING EVOLUTION OF ITUMAN GENETIC AND
CIJLTURAL SYSTEMS: cAN wE BE FREE? (I)
VARIATIONS IN HUMAN ADAPTATION AND
TRANSCULTURAI LITERATURN (II)
PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY
SCULPTURE & 3-DIMENSIONAI DESIGN:
ENVIRONMENTS I
WEATHER AND CLIMATE
INTRODUCTION TO BIO-ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
THE CITY
CREATIVE WRITING FOR PAPJNTS & TEACHERS
SECTION II: LIST OF COURSE OFFERINGS BY PROGRAM AREA
Mark Erenburg
ENVIRONMEMS AND PEOPLE (continued)
DMWING AND PAINTING I
SPACE. TIME AND ENV]RONMEM
LaTTy Golden IMERNATIONAI, RNLATIONS AMONG AFRICAN STATES
N1DA KASANOf NEUROPHYSIOLOGY I
Austln Carley & BIOLoGY SEMINAR
Carroll Schwartz ETHNICMINoRITIES
HIJMAN RELATIONS
John Syer
Johr Boman
Gus stevens
Daniel Knapp
Jerone Storm
Mark Siebert
'Ralph Stone
Klng Lee
Gari Lesnof-
Caravaglia
Redge Ranyard
Robert Reid &
Michael Bakalls
I,Ialter Johnson
Randolph Kucera
John Walsh
Richard wright
Jerry Colliver
Mark Erenburg
Robert Jackson
Daniel Knapp
Jerome Storm &
Richard Johnston
K. G. Janardan
Larry Shiner
Mary Ynteua
Robert Jackson
Mark Siebert
Richard Danashek
Judy Everson
Edward Ezell
Guy RoMn
John Knoll &
Larry Snlth
Gari Lesnoff-
Caravaglla
Bruce Magldsohn &
Mark siebert
Guy Ronans
Normn Hlnton
John Knol-l
Mark Slebert
Larry snith
John Miller
Dennis Camp
Ted Cloak
Ted cloak
'Mark Conley
Bruce 
, 
Magidsohn
Carroll Schvartz
Davld Schaeffer
Mark Ueyman
Jacqueline Jackson
BIOLOGY AND TliE QUAI,ITY OI'LIFE
JUSTICE AND THE SOCIA], ORDER
TIIE SEARCH IOR COMMI]NITY POWER
THE MELTING POT RECONSIDERND:
I. EIIROPEAN-AMERICANS
IMPERIALISM
CONFLICT AND CONSENSUS IN AMERICAN
HISTORICAI LITERATURE
SOCIOLOGY OF LAW
TTIE IMPACT OF SLAVERY ON AMERICAN LIFE
AND THOUGHT
REVOLUTION AND GUERRILLA WARFARE: HISTORICAI
AND POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES
THE PSYCHOIOGY & PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN CHANGE
TI1E CIVIL WAR AND THE CONSTITUTION
CHAUCER: THE CANTERBURY TA],ES
AMERICA SINCE TIiE CREAT DEPRESSION--
SELECTED PROBLEMS RalPh stone
CRIME IN CONTEMPOMRY SOCIETY Hugh Barlow
SOCIAL INEQUALITY I: THEoRETICAT PERSPECTMS Itugh Barlow
WAR AND EUROPEAN SOCIEIY 1870 - 1945 Hward ltoon
SOCIAL CONCEPTS IN PRACTICAI SOCIOLOGY Robert Ttorsen
TIIE COLOR LINE: PROBLE},I OF TIIE
TWEMIETH CENTURY
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE AMERICAN
POLITICA]- ORDER
JSO PROGRAM COLLOQUIUM: MEANING AND,
IMPLICATIONS OF JUSTICE
REVOLUTION AND SOCIAL CHANGE
WORK, CULTURE AND SOCIETY
PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATIONS
MACROECONOMIC THEORY
VOCATIONAI- PSYCHOLOEY
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
MAMOWER ECONOMICS
}!AN AT WORK
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Nlna Kasanof
Larry Shirer
Gus Stevens
John Walsh
David Schaeffer
Nathalie Funk
Nathalie Funk
Harold Kerster
Redge Ranyard &
Larry Golden
Chris Breiseth
Howard Moo!
Cullon Davls
Cathy Draper
Judy Everson
Edward Ezell &
Gus Stevens
Conald Foust
Douglas Morgan
Noman Hlnton
Chris Brelseth
Douglas l6organ
Douglas Morganr &
Chrls Brei.seEh
Rlchard Jobrist6n
Robert All-i'Fon
I,lichael Aye.rc
Robert Crowley
Cathy Draper
Mark Erenburg
Mark Erenburg, Mlchael Ayers,'
David Everson
Conald Foust
Rlchard Johnston
Larry shlner
Stanley Sokollk
Stanley Sokollk
Robert T'horsen
Mlchael- AYers
Michael Ayers
John Bmn
Bernard Brom
Mark Erenburg
Mark Erenburg' l4lchael Ayers,
Davld Everson
l,lalter Johnson
Nathalle Funk
Dennis CanP
Dennls canp
Richard Danashek
THE PSYCITOLOCY AND PHI],OSOPHY OI RELIGION
EDUCATION AS A POLIT]CAL PROCESS:
GREECE & ROME
SPACE, TIME AND ENVIRONMEM
ORGANIZATIONAI, BEHAVIOR
HUUAN RESOURCE MANAGSTENT
SOCIAI CONCEPTS IN PMCTICA]- SOCIOLOGY
DISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS
SCIENCES
CONTINUING EVOLUTION OF }IUMAN GENETIC AND
CIILTURA! SYSTEMS: CAN wE BE FREE? (I) Ted cloak
PHYSIOLOGICAI ECoLOGY Mark Conley
WEATHER AND CLIMATE Carroll Schwartz
INTRODUCTIoN To BIo-oRGANIC CIIEMISTRY David Schaeffer
NEUROPHYSTOLOGY I JOhN WAISh
BIoLOSY Sm'TINAR David schaeffer
AVIAN BIoLoGY Richard wright
BIOIOGY AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE llarol"d Kerater
ECONOMICS
MACROECONOMIC THEORY
STATE AND ]-OCAI FINANCE
MICROECONOMIC THEORY
PUBLIC ECONOMICS
MANPOI,IER ECONOMICS
MAN AT WORK
INTERNATIONAI TMDE
ETHNIC MINORITIES
I.ITEMTURE
ILLINOIS LITERATURE
ENGLISH ROI4ANTICISM: BLAKE & COLERIDGE
h'HAT IS LITERATURE?
TWENTIETII CENTURY LITERACY John Knoll & Larry Snith
TltE ENGLISH NOVEI- FROM DEFOE TO SCoTT Rlchard Shereikis
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LITEMTURE (continued)
TEACHING ENGLISH IN TODAYIS HIGH SCHOOLS RiChATd ShCXCiKiS
IMRODUCTION TO 1-INGUISTICS Norman Hinton
CHAUCER: THE CAI'ITERBURY TAIES Nornan Hinton
CREATM WRITING FOR PARENTS & TEACHERS Jacqueline Jackson
FILM AND LITEMTURE
LITERATURT COLLOQUIU}{
SOCIoLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY (continued)
VARIATIONS IN HUMAN ADAPTATION AND
TRANSCIILTURA], LITEMTURE ( II)
SOCIOLOSY OF LAW
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
PUBLIC OPINION
LINKAGE POLITICS
THE PSYCHOLOGY & PHILOSOP}TY OT' HUMAN CHANGE
THE PSYCHOLOGY & PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
IMAGES & REAIITIES IN CENTRAI EI,EOPEAN
HISTORY Edward Hawes
THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP John Nolte
TUE CITY Mark Heynan
CRIME IN CONTEMPOMRY SOCIETY Hugh Barlow
SOCIAI, INEQUAIITY I: THEORETICAI, PERSPECTIVES Hugh BaTlow
SOCIAI- CoNCEPTS IN PMCTICAI SoCIOLoGY Robert Thorse!
ETHNIC MINoRITIES Nathalie Funk
ttUMAN RELATIONS Nathalie Funk
TIIE DYNAMICS 0F FAMILY INTEMCTIoN Marilou Burnett
CI.ILTURAL ANTHRoPOLOGY Marti.n Mcculre
PSYCHOLOGICAI, & SOCIOLOGICAI METHODS IN
THE cLASSRooM Arthur Underyood
John Kno1l
Richard Danashek &
Robert Jackson
Ted Cloak
Cathy Draper
Cathy Draper
Davld Everson
Davld Everson
Conald Foust
Conald Foust
Carrol Leas
Zacharlah Mathew
Zachariah Mathew
Redge Ranyard &
Larry Golden
Robert Alllson
Robert Allison
Stuart Anderson
Jack l.Iatson
Robert BatEon
Jerry Colliver
Randolph Kucera
King Lee
Staaley Sokolik
stanley Sokolik
Jeffrey Cornog
Jeffrey Cornog
Nelson llowarth
Warren Everson
Salvatore Imbrogoo
Salvatore Inbrogno
Inln Jarett
James Wilson
Mark l{eyuan
John Nolte
A. Dan LYhltley
A, Dan whitley
James Pancrazio
Jame6 Pancrazio
Kenneth Inhoff
John Miller
Ugo Fornlgonl
Cu11on Davis
Edward Hawes
Jacqueline Jacksqn
Jerome Storlm
Bernard Browh
Malk lleynan
Otls Morgan
otis Morgan
Stuart Anderson
HISTORY
THE MELTING POT RECONSIDERED:
I. EUROPEAN-AMERICANS
IMPERIAIISM
CONFLICT & CONSENSUS IN AMERICAN
HISTORICAL LITERATIIRE
THE IMPACT OF SLAVERY ON AMERICAN LIFE
AND THOUCHT
TECHNOLOGY IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION TO 1740 1
REVOLUTION AND GUERRILLA WARFARE:
HISTORICA], & POLITICAI, PERSPECTIVES
IMAGES & REAIITIES IN CENTML EUROPEAN HISTORY
THE CIV]L WAR AND THE CONST]TUTION
4DUCATION AS A POLITICAI, PROCESS:
GREECE & ROME
AMERICA SINCE THE GREAT DEPRESSION -
SELECTED PROBLEMS
I,IAR AND EUROPEAN SOCIETY 1870 - 1945
THE COLOR LINE: PROBLEM oF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY
BASIC PRINCIP]-ES OF THE AMERICAN POLITICAL
ORDER
WORKSI{OP IN METTIODOLOGY AND LOCAI. HISTORY
REVOLUIION AND SOCIAI CHANGE
MATHEMATICS
PROBABILITY - TITEORY & APPLICATIONS
MATHEMATICS OF MANAGEMENT
LINEAR ALGEBRA
POI,ITICAI STUDIES
TIIF SEARCH FOR COMMUNITY POI'ER
POI/ITICS AND EDUCATION
STATE AND LOCA]- FINANCE
TRE AMERICAN PUBLIC BUREAUCMCY
NATIONAI LEGISLATIVE POLITICS
PIIBLIC OPINION
LINKAGE POLITICS
REVOLUTION AND GUERRILLA WARFARE:
HISTORICAL & POLITICAI PERSPECTIVES
POLITICS OF THE FEDERA], BUREAUCRACY
TI{E CIVIL WAR AND TIIE CONSTITUTION
INTERNATIONA! RELATIONS AMONG AFRICAN STATES
COWARATIVE POLITICA]- ANAI,YS]S
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE AMERICAN
POLITICAI. OR.DER
STATE LEGISLATIVE POLITICS
PSYCBOLOGY
COMINUING EVOLUTION OF ITUMAN GENETIC
AND CIJLTURAI SYSTEMS: CAN I.IE BE FREE? (I) Ted Cloak
TttEoRY 0F PERSoNNEL TESTING Jerry Colliver
BEHAVIOR MoDIFICATION 1 Robert Crowley
vOcAIIoNAL PSYcHoLoGY Robert Crwley
SocIAL PSYCHoLoGY CathY DraPer
PUBLIC OPINIoN DavLd Everson
PERSUASIoN: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SPEECH Judy Everson
TIIE PSYCHoLOGY & PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN CHANGE Conald Ioust
THE PSYCHOLOGY & PIIILoSoPHY OF RELIGION Conald Foust
THE HELPING RELATIoNSHIP John Nolte
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY I John Walsh
PRACTICIJ}I IN COUNSELING A. Dan laltitley
THEORY OF COUNSELINC A. Dan whitley
IMERNSHIP ]N COUNSELING James Pancrazio
GRoUp PRoCESS IN CoLI{SELING Janes Pancrazlo
HUltAl{ RELATIoNS Nathalle Funk
GAMES ANALYSIS John Mil1er
PSYCHoPATHOLOGY 0F CHILDHOoD Ugo Fornigonl
PSYCHOLOGICA-L & SOCIOLOCICA], METHODS IN
PROFESSIONA], FIELDS
ACCOUNTING
FUND ACCOT]NTING
ADVANCED ACCOIJNTING 1
MANAGERIA1 ACCOIJNTING
ADMINISTRATION
T1IE SEARCH FOR COMMUNITY POWER
ORGANIZATION THEORY
PROFESSIONAI OCCUPATIONS
POLITICS AND EDUCATION
ADMINISTMT]ON OF THE PIELIC SCHOOLS
THE AMERICAN PUBLIC BUREAUCMCY
THEORY OF PERSONNEL TESTING
POLITICS OF THE FEDEMI, BTIREAUCRACY
}IATHEI{ATICS OF MANAGEMENT
ORGANIZAT IONAI BEHAVIOR
I{UMAN RESOURCE MANAGB,TEM
MANAGEWM INFORMATION SYSTEMS
EVALUATIVE RESEARCH FOR PUBLIC AGENCY
PROGRAMS
MUNICIPAL LAW AND ADMINISTMTION
SCHOO'- BUSINESS ADMINISTMTION
THEORIES & METI1ODS OF ORGANIZATIONA].
CHANGE
ORCANIZATIONAI, THEORY
FINANCIA]- ADMINISTMTION
PUBLIC BUDGETING
COMMUNITY PLANNINC
THE CITY
COUNSELING
TI{E HELPING RELATIONSIIIP
PRACTICI]M IN COI'NSELING
THEORY OF COllNSELING
INTERNSHIP IN COUNSELING
GROUP PROCESS IN COT'NSELING
INDlVIDUAL TESTING
GAMES ANAI,YSIS
PSYCHOPATITOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD
TEACHER PREPARATION
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
SCHOOL AND COMMUNIfi
SCHOOL AND COMMUNIfi
SCHOOL AND STUDENT
SCHOOL AND STUDENT
SCHOOL AND STUDENT
TEACI{ING AND LEARNING--ELEMENTARY
TEACHING AND LEARNING-.S ECONDARY
Chrls Breiseth
Howard Moon
Cu11om Davis
Judy Everson
Edward Ezell
Edward Ezell &
Gus Stevens
Edward Hawes
Douglas Morgan
Richard Johnston
Ralph Stone
Howard Moon
Chris Breiseth
Douglas Morgan
Dan Holt
Richard Johnston
K. C. Janardan
Llng I,ee
Mary Yntena
Redge Ranyard &
Larry Golden
Sluart Anderson
Mlchael Ayers
Robert Batson
John Syer
Davld Everson
David Everson
Edward Ezell &
Gus Stevens
Randolph Kucera
Douglas Morgan
Gus Stevens
Lee Holnacki
Douglas Morgan
Ronald Michaelson
Arthur Urdetrood
Stanley Lewln
Stanley Lewin
Robert Allison
Robert A1llson
Robert Batson
THE CLASSROOM
COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
SENSA.TION PERCEPTION
soclolocY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
ORGANlZATION THEORY
PROFESSIONAI OCCUPATIONS
THE AMERICAN PUBLIC BIIREAUCMCY
